
I am an astrophysicist 

HST: Carina Nebula

I work mainly on massive stars,
especially their radiation-driven winds  

I study them mainly with X-ray spectroscopy

Prof. David Cohen: SC 125/124



Carina Nebula: star formation region, d ~ 7000 light years

HST: Carina Nebula

Prof. David Cohen: SC 125/124



energized by the few dozen most massive & luminous stars

HST: Carina Nebula



massive stars produce heavy elements and return them to the 
Galaxy via their stellar winds

eta Carina



The massive stars are also 
strong X-ray sources

Carina: HST

Tr 14: Chandra X-ray Observatory



X-ray spectroscopy of the most 
massive star in the cluster 

provides new information about 
this star’s wind

Tr 14 in Carina: Chandra X-ray Observatory



I work with a medium-sized group of scientists and students 
(Swarthmore, U. Delaware, Goddard Spaceflight Center, 

Space Telescope Science Institute, U. Leuven)

Erin Martell, Emma Wollman ‘09

We have group meetings to do our work, we go to 
professional meetings to present our work



I am looking for ~2 students who know Python and want to 
start working this spring (and then 8 weeks during the summer)

We have some interesting X-ray spectra: of zeta Pup and 
theta1 Ori C
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Mg XI

Ne X Ne IX



Scientific questions: What do the emission line shapes tell us 
about the kinematics of the hot wind plasma (why are one star’s 
lines narrow and the other’s broad?); What can we learn about 
the plasma temperature distribution? The chemical elements 

present in the plasma?

Mg XI

Ne X Ne IX



astro.swarthmore.edu/~cohen 

more information on my website

all faculty websites are listed on the dept site  this presentation


